
Movie Monday
MOVIES PROJECTED ON THE BIG SCREEN

     - FREE!!        “Donations much appreciated”

I'm not a big sci-fi fan but this tale is fun
and has some high minded themes running
through it that make it a worthy MM choice.
The age-old sci-fi problem of intervening in

another civilization Pg

6:30 Monday Dec 3, 2001

Are you ready for a challenge? This is a tough
thriller with a twist. We get into the minds eye of a
man who has lost his memory but is determined to

avenge his wife's murder. It's not spoiling the
experience by telling you ahead of time that it starts
at the end and works toward the start, except for the
bits that go the other way. R Warning: some violence,

there may be lots of discussion after the credits roll.

6:30 Monday Dec 17 

6:30 Monday Dec 10

A Canadian classic, not fancy stuff, just a
well crafted film, strong thoughtful story
that leaves you looking at life and death

and assumptions about people in a
different way. A solid first feature by

Leonard Farlinger who's own brother died
of AIDS Pg13 Some sex and strong language

M.M.‘s fabulous  web site:
http://www.islandnet.com/mm

&  E–mail : bruces@islandnet.com

Movie Monday
http://www.islandnet.com/mm

AT THE ERIC MARTIN PAVILION THEATRE,
SOUTH ENTRANCE EMP BUILDING,
 IN THE 1900 BLOCK OF FORT ST.

Info?
595-
FLIC

Step away from the Christmas frenzy and join
us for this warm hearted story of a lad from a
Coal mining town in England who swapped
boxing gloves for dancing slippers. A crowd

pleaser! some coarse language PG13

6:30 Saturday Dec 22

 This is one of the first films I tried to find
when I first began MM. Now that the
American version is out the complete

original 5 hr mini series is finally
available. It's a completely engrossing
story that, like TRAFFIC, describes the

world of illegal drugs. In this case it's the
opium/heroin trade involving the

Britain/Germany/Pakistan triangle,
the human toll it takes and the perplexing
legal and political challenges it poses. A

riveting script, solid cast, exotic places and
a haunting sound track. It's five hours
long, six episodes. We'll start at 4 pm,

pizza break (not included in admission)
half way through. Some coarse language,

subtitles, violence. PG 13

A whiz-bang start to the New Year!  This
extraordinary new film from Baz Luhrmann

(Strictly Ballroom & Romeo and Juliet) has even
more amazing energy and fabulous art

direction. Add great performances by Ewan
McGregor and Nicole Kidman and crazy

combinations of pop song and dance routines to
1800's Paris. Hang on to your seats! Pg13

6:30 Monday Jan 7Thanks to our sponsors :
• Yo Video

• BCSS - Victoria Branch
•   Capital Health Region

4:00 Saturday Dec 29

Movie Monday


